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A TUBULAR IONIZER AS AN EFFICIENT NEGATIVEFLUORINE ION SOURCE�A. Piotrowski and T. KozªowskiThe Andrzej Soªtan Institute for Nulear Studies05-400, Otwok-�wierk, Poland(Reeived Deember 7, 1999)In order to establish the optimal onditions of F� ion prodution bythe tubular ionizer extensive studies of SF6 ionization using the mass sep-arator were performed. The SF6, SF5, SF4, SF3 and F negative ions wereobserved, and the F� yields as a funtion of the soure temperature, gaspressure and an amount of alkaline metal vapors (K, Na, Ca, Sr, Ba) weremeasured. The e�ieny of F� prodution of about 40obtained for theoptimal onditions. The delay time and adsorption enthalpy of �uorine onthe tantalum surfae has been measured for the �rst time.PACS numbers: 07.77.Ka, 29.25.Ni, 82.30.FiNegative ions are needed for:� aelerators and RIB (Radioative Ion Beam) Failities,� mass separators (hemial seletivity),� implantators (for implantation of insulators � no surfae harging).The radioative �uorine is one of the important isotopes for the RIB(Radioative Ion Beam) Failities, beause it is needed to study severalastrophysial proesses like Ne prodution in CNO stellar yle, an inhomo-geneous Big Bang and explosive hydrogen burning. The tubular ionizer ionsoure developed in Dubna by Piotrowski et al. [1℄ is one of the most usefulsoures of positive ions in the ISOL (isotope separation �on-line�) failities,beause it has a very high (almost 100%) e�ieny and a short holdup time� Presented at the NATO Advaned Researh Workshop, Krzy»e, Poland2�4 September 1999. (89)



90 A. Piotrowski, T. Kozªowskifor many isotopes. Essentially it is a small tube heated to a very high tem-perature. An exat mehanism of this very high e�ieny is still a subjet ofdisussion. Reently we were able to demonstrate [2℄ that negative ions areprodued by this type of the soure. In our soure the tubular emitter madeof tantalum has an inner diameter of 3 mm, outer of 5mm and the lengthof 30 mm. The ionizer temperature is measured using an optial pyrometer.The solid material (alkaline metals) is loaded into the Knudsen ell (oven) inorder to be evaporated at a temperature ontrolled by a thermoouple. Thegas an be introdued to the ion soure by the inlet tube and the gas �ow isontrolled by a alibrated leak or a �owmeter. In the extration region thetransversal magneti �eld suppresses the eletron urrent. Some other de-tails an be found in [2℄. The extrated beams are analyzed by a low energy(up to 30 kV) mass separator [3℄ with the resolving power of 700 (FWHM),and a beam diagnosti system � a mehanial sanner and a Faraday upwith the sensitivity better than 1 pA.When an atom (or a moleule) hits a hot surfae the ionization e�ieny� = nin0 ;where ni is the number of ions, and n0 is the number of atoms (moleules),is given by a lassial Saha�Langmuir formula:� = �1 + g0gi exp���EAkT ���1 ;where gi and g0 are statistial weights of the ion and the atom, respetively,EA is the eletron a�nity of the inident partile, � is the work funtion ofthe surfae material, and T is the surfae temperature.The work funtions of tungsten (4.54 eV) or tantalum (4.2 eV) are muhhigher than the a�nity for any element, thus the expeted surfae ionizationis very small.A large inrease of the e�ieny (in omparison to the Saha�Langmuirformula) in the tubular geometry observed for the positive ions was foundby us also for the negative ones.Here we present some results of systematial studies of negative ion pro-dution from the SF6 gas. Fig.1 shows an example of the temperature depen-dene of urrents of di�erent negative ions produed by deomposition of theSF6 moleule. This dependene is de�nitely not desribed by this formula,whih predits an exponential dependene on the inverse temperature.It is known that adsorption of eletropositive atoms on a surfae de-reases the work funtion while eletronegative atoms tend to inrease thisfuntion. We found that the negative ion yield is very strongly dependenton the amount of the impurities present in the soure.
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Fig. 1. The dependene of the F, SF6, SF5, SF4 and SF3 negative ion urrents onthe Ta ionizer temperature for the gas �ux � of 9.4*1015 moleules/s.In our experiment de�nite �uxes of Na, K, Ca, Sr and Ba metal vaporsusing the Knudsen ell were introdued into the soure, and the ell tem-perature dependene of F� urrents was measured � some examples areshown on Fig. 2�4. The Na, K and Ba vapors inrease these urrents verysubstantially � the strongest enhanement was observed for the K vapor.No e�et was observed for Ca and Sr.

Fig. 2. The F� urrent as a funtion of the temperature of the Knudsen ell (oven)�lled with K for the de�nite � and T given on the �gure.
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Fig. 3. The F� urrent as a funtion of the temperature of the Knudsen ell (oven)�lled with Na for the de�nite � and T given on the �gure.

Fig. 4. The F� urrent as a funtion of the temperature of the Knudsen ell (oven)�lled with Ba for the de�nite � and T given on the �gure.It should be noted that the urrent of 8 �A of F� at the maximumorresponds to 40% e�ieny per moleule of F� prodution.Suh high enhanement of F� ion formation involves several distintnegative ion formation proesses, and the most important ones are:1. Eletropositive adsorbate indues work funtion hanges, and then thevalue of the surfae ionization e�ieny.2. In the hot avity of the ion soure tube the plasma is formed and sep-arated by the plasma sheath potential from the walls. This potentialan hange the ionization e�ieny [4℄.3. Negative ions an be formed by a dissoiative attahment:e+XY ! X� + Y ; e+XY ! X + Y � ;



A Tubular Ionizer as an E�ient Negative Fluorine Ion Soure 93or harge transfer ollisions:X + Y ! X� + Y +�E ;where �E is an energy defet:�E = EA(X)�Ei(Y ) :EA(X) is the a�nity of an X atom (moleule) and Ei(Y ) is the ion-ization potential of an Y atom.The importane of these e�ets is dependent on the gas and introduedvapor pressure, the ionizer surfae and the temperature. Our measurementsdemonstrate that the inrease of the ionization e�ieny under the in�ueneof the metal vapor is dependent on the �E value, whih is the smallest onein the ase of K. Thus one an expet that the best impurity to get thehighest e�ieny should be the Cs vapor.For the RIB appliations any time delays omparable to the isotopehalf- lives an result in signi�ant losses. We measured the adsorption delaytime of the negative �uorine ions produed in dissoiation of the SF6 in thetantalum ionizer at 2395 K.

Fig. 5. The time dependene of the F� ion urrent after swithing o� the SF6 gas�ow.A de�nite (1.35*10�5 mbar*liter/s) SF6 �ux has been applied to theionizer from the referene leak and it was found that the F� urrent wassaturated after 70 min. The time dependene of the urrent after swithingo� the gas is shown in Fig. 5. The exponential �t gives the holdup time of13.6 min. In the tubular geometry this time is a�eted (multiplied) by thenumber of ollisions before the ion an leave the soure volume. In our asethis number is equal to 40, and the adsorption delay time on the tantalum



94 A. Piotrowski, T. Kozªowskisurfae is then �a = 20:4 s. This number an be ompared to the half-lifetime of the 17F (65 s) and 18F (110 m) radioative isotopes.The temperature dependene of the adsorption time is desribed by theFrenkel equation: �a = ��1 exp��HkT � ;where � is the attempt frequeny with whih the adsorbed partile tries toesape from the adsorption surfae, �H is the enthalpy of adsorption andT is the surfae temperature. Assuming the typial value � = 1013 s�1 oneobtains �H = 6.8 eV. This value has been determined for the �rst time andan be useful in estimation of the �uorine prodution e�ieny for di�erention soures. This de�nite holdup time shows that the F ions are the result ofionization of the neutral atoms, whih are produed in the two step proess:e� + SF6 ! SF��6 ;SF ��6 ! SF�5 + F ;and then they are adsorbed on the Ta surfae. Beause in the RIB failitiesthe neutral atoms are initially produed, the study of F� prodution usingthe SF6 gas seems to be a good simulation of the ion soure properties forthese failities. REFERENCES[1℄ G.J. Beyer, E. Hermann, A. Piotrowski, V.I. Raiko, H. Tyro�, Nul. Instrum.Methods 96, 437 (1971).[2℄ A. Piotrowski, T.Kozªowski, M. Laskus, Nul. Instrum. Methods B129, 410(1997).[3℄ T.Kozªowski, M. Laskus, A. Piotrowski, IPJ Annual Report (1983) p. 33.[4℄ M. Huyse, Nul. Instrum Methods 215, 1 (1983).


